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	This book is designed to give the reader a practical introduction to fluid
	simulation for graphics. The field of fluid dynamics, even just in animation,
	is vast and so not every topic will be covered, and many wonderful papers
	will sadly be passed over in the hope of distilling the essentials; this is
	far from a thorough survey. The focus of this book is animating fully
	three-dimensional incompressible flow—from understanding the math and
	the algorithms to actual implementation. However, there is also a small
	amount of material on height field simplifications which are important for
	efficiently modeling large bodies of water.


	In general I try to follow Einstein’s dictum, “everything should be made
	as simple as possible, but not simpler.” Constructing a fluid solver for
	computer animation is not the easiest thing in the world—there end up
	being a lot of little details that need attention—but is perhaps easier than
	it may appear from surveying the literature. I will also provide pointers to
	some more advanced topics here and there.


	I would especially like to thank my former Ph.D. supervisor, Ron Fedkiw,
	who got me started in graphics and taught me so much; my coauthors
	and students, many of whom also read and commented on draft versions of
	this book; Marcus Nordenstam and Double Negative for many productive
	visits spent developing much of this book for feature film production; Jim
	Hourihan and Tweak Films for a fantastic visit and continuing conversations;
	Matthias M¨uller-Fischer and Eran Guendelman who co-taught the
	SIGGRAPH course from which this book grew; and Alice Peters and A K
	Peters for making this a reality.
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Computational Fluid MechanicsWorld Scientific Publishing, 2001

	This volume presents recent advances in computational fluid dynamics. The topics range from fundamentals and computational techniques to a wide variety of applications in astronomy, applied mathematics and meteorology. They describe recent calculations in direct numerical simulation of turbulence, applications of turbulence modelling of...
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Inside Relational Databases with Examples in AccessSpringer, 2006
Database books currently tend to fall into two categories: highly theoretical and detailed textbooks and manuals which teach how to use the software but not the underlying theory. Neither type of book explains why the reader would want to do many of the things they describe. Marklyn and Whitehorn cover essential relational database theory and...
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Introduction to Microsystem Design (RWTHedition)Springer, 2011

	This book was developed from lectures held at RWTH Aachen University, Germany

	and Tsinghua University at Beijing, P.R. China. It may be used as a basis for similar

	lectures on designing of microsystems. For this purpose, it is recommended to

	follow the sequence of this book, because it is arranged such that following chapters

	are...
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php|architect's Guide to Programming with Zend FrameworkMarco Tabini, 2008
Learn to master the secrets of the Zend Framework with this new book from php|architect's popular Nanobook series! Written by Zend DevZone editor and well-known PHP expert Cal Evans, php|architect's Guide to Programming with Zend Framework helps you understand the Zend Framework through a detailed roadmap into its features and functionality....
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Going Visual: Using Images to Enhance Productivity, Decision-Making and ProfitsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2005
This book addresses the question, “What is the best new tool I
could use to significantly improve my business?” The short
answer is images—and their power to communicate. Going Visual is
all about putting that power to use.

We live in a world of images. Images are everywhere, in magazines
and...
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The Human Hippocampus: Functional Anatomy, Vascularization and Serial Sections with MRISpringer, 2005

	This book offers a precise description of the anatomy of human hippocampus in view of neurosurgical progress and the wealth of medical imaging methods available. A survey of the current concepts explains the functions of the hippocampus and describes its external and internal vascularisation. Head sections and magnetic resonance images...
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